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FOREWORD 
The present report is Mr Eisenberg ' s thes i s for the profes 
sional Degree of Civil Engineer and was accepted as such by the 
Graduate School of the California Institute of Technology It is 
issued as a Hydrodynamics Laboratory report for the convenience of 
workers in hydrodynamics . 
Since this report is the first to be issued that has made use 
of the Free~Surface Water Tunnel in the Hydrodynamic s Laboratory ~ 
the occasion may be used to make a few remarks about this excel ·-
lent and unique facility The Free - Surface Water Tunnel makes 
possible accurate studies of the f low about a body as affected by 
the proximity of free and fixed b~undaries Two problems of th is 
type which are being studied may be mentioned , The first is t he 
cavity flow about a part ia 11 y submerged body at an air-water· inter·-
face . This program will contr i bute to an understanding of many 
aspects of the water entry problem The second is the f l ow about 
a submerged body at shallow depths . The practica l importance of 
the determination of the forces on a body in this state of flow 
is clear 
The present report by Mr . Eisenberg contains an example of 
another type of study to which this facility lends itself very 
conveniently . Mr Eisenberg ' s problem was the effect of a plane 
rigid wall on the pressure distribution over a body in unifo r m 
flow . This study consists of two portions , the first of which 
presents a theoretical c al culat ion of the pressure distribution 
over an ell i psoid in a unifor m flow at a given di s tan ce from a 
plane wall The calculat ion follows the method of images and 
While the method gives a n approximate answer only the result is 
believed to be sufficiently accurate for most practical applica -
tions . The second porti o n of the investigation consists in the 
measurement of the pressure distributions in the Free -Surface 
Water Tunnel for a 4 ; 1 and a 6 • 1 ellipsoid a t various distances 
from a solid wall The agreement between the measurements and 
the calculations is very satisfactory 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The inherent difficulties in obtaining the solution for the 
flow about arbitrary bodies of revolution near a wall usually pre-
cludes on exact evaluation of the effect of wall proximity on the 
pressure distributions However , many bodie s of revolution may be 
replaced with good approximation by an ovary ellipsoid . For this 
purpose . an approximate solution for the velocity potential is ob-
tained for the flow about an ellipsoid near a pia n e wall which ap-
proaches the exact solution in an infinite stream as the ellipsoid 
recedes from the wall 
The evaluation of the image potentials and rectifying images 
is accomplished by anexpansion in associated Legendre polynomials . 
A first approximation ; which results in a symmetric distributi .. on 
on the ellipsoid ; i s essentially an expnnsion in associated Le-
gendre polynomials of zero order . A secon9 approximation; which 
correctly predicts differences of pressure on opposite sides of 
the ellipsoid , is carried out by an exact evaluation of the ef-
fects of the image potentials while evaluating the rectifying 
images by the same method as followed for the first approximation .. 
The solutions ore obtained in closed form with resulting ex-
pressions for the velocity and pressure distributions that are es ·-
pecially convenient for application to specific cases 
The solutions are compared with pressure distributions mea -
sured on two ellipsoid models placed near a plate . simulating a 
wall; in the free surface flume of the Hydrodynamics Laboratory 
The first approximation shows good agreement along the meridian 
parallel to the wall but rather large devi a tion s at other points 
of the ellipsoids This approximation is proba bly mos t useful 
only for estimates of the change in pressure distribution for 
varying separations; and where a high degree of precision in ac . 
tual values is not required 
The second approximation . on the other hand , s hows very good 
agreement for distances even as small as one diameter from the 
center of the ellipsoid to the wall For smaller distances this 
approximation shows large 
point of the half ~eridian 
accuracy for points on the 
wall . 
deviations at 
closest to the 
ellipsoid that 
the min i mum pressure 
wall with increasing 
are farther from the 
• 
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AN ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
FOR THE 
FLOW ABOUT AN ELLIPSOID NEAR A PLANE WA LL 
INTRODU CTIO N 
The variable - pressure water tunnel (1) (2) (3) (4)* has for 
some years been an important facility in hydrodynamic research for 
application to the design and performance of ships ' propellers and 
water turbine impellers under cavitating as well as noncavitating 
conditions . For more fundamental investigations of the mechanics 
of the cavitation phenomenon) it has been found fruitful to study 
the behavior of cavitating flows resulting from the flow about 
bodies of revolution (5) (6) . In this connection) as well as for 
more general studies in the water tunnel or open flume of the flow 
about bodies of revolution) the influence of proximate tunnel 
walls on the pressure distributions is of importance . These ei -
fects also· form one of the major considerations in the selection 
of proportions in the design of towing basins for tests of both 
surface and submerged models " Other engineering applications in 
which the influence of "walls" on water flows are of interest J in-
clude the movement of vessels in shallow channels and narrow 
canals . 
The effects of wall interference on the flow about lifting 
systems have been investigated in rather thorough detail in con -
nection with wind tunnel research (see e " g . (7) (8))J and some -
what less extensively for nonlifting systems (7) (9) (10) . The 
corrections available from these solutions ) however . must be ob -
tained by rather laborious summations in series with resultant 
loss of appeal for more or less rapid checks on interference ef -
fects and for preliminary design purposes " As a result J it 
would be a convenience to have the solution for a body of revolu-
tion which can be used easily as an approximation to the actual 
form considered ) and for which the resulting expressions are not 
too unwieldy . 
For this purpose , it is proposed to use an ellipsoid of re --
volution. Many bodies of revolution may be replaced by an el -
lipsoid with good approximation by holding constant the lengths 
and displacements) provided the nose and tail curvatures of these 
bodies do not vary too rapidly " For the effect on the wall, the 
approximation may be expected to be even betterJ provided the body 
is of the order of one or two diameters from the wall " In the 
case of ships near a shallow bottomJ the hull of the vessel might 
be replaced by the lower half of an ellipsoidJ in which case the 
*Numbers in parentheses rerer to bibliography at end or report . 
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water s urface of the canal must be treated as a plane of symmetry . 
In the l atter case .• it would probably be more accura te t o hold 
constant the draft and the displacemen t 
Although the problem tre ated hereafter applies only to th e 
case of an ellipsoid near a single , plane wall . it can be used to 
give approximately the first order effect of each wall si ng l y in 
such applicat i ons as a recta ngular water tunnel or model basi n and 
of the bounding i mage planes in the case of a vesse l ~n a shal low 
channel . 
The solution as obtained in this paper is in c l osed f o:rm with 
expressi ons that are q uite easily applied to speci fic cases The 
accuracy of the solution was tested by measuremen t s of the pres . 
s u re distributions on two ellipsoid models Compar is ons of the 
calculated and measured values for the models at var i ous distan ces 
from a s ingle wa ll are included " 
OVARY ELLIPSOIDAL COORDINATE S 
AND THE CORRESPONDING EQUAT ION OF CON TIN UITY 
It is convenient for most treatments of poten t ial ::~ow 8 u:t·ou t 
complet el y submerged bodies to employ a coordi nate system in which 
one of the con stant coordinate li n es or surfaces coinci des with 
the particular form under study For t he present problem the so -
called ovary ellipsoida l or sem i .. elliptic coordinates are a pp l i c ·-
able (11) ( 1 2) " The origin of coordina t es i s chosen to c o i n ci d e 
with th e center of the el li psoid hav .:.ng fr) c i in ca::- "a~>' a :'1 coord\ n -· 
ates placed at x ~ t ~ y = z • 0 (lower half of F i gure 1 ) 
Planes througp any me ridian sec t ion of t he ellLpsoid make an angle 
w with the x -y plane The ell ipsoidal coo rdinbte s. ~ e. w are 
then def i n ed by the s et of equa t 1ons 
x c~ 
w = w 
It .:,s cl e ar tha t y 1S t1u~ d~~·ta:"ce perper.ci: :· ... c:.c t:: ::1.1£. x-d.:.: ~~ 
tion in th e plane w = cons t ant , a nd that the cartesian coordin 
ate y = y c os w From [l] the surfaces e "' cons tant are repr e --
se nted by the relation 
x2 y2 
+ 
c2 .(e2-1) 1 c2e 2 
and the sur faces ~ constant are given by 
x 2 y2 
----
1 [3] 
c2~2 c2 ('-~' 
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Equation [2] represents a set of ellipsoidal surfaces confocal 
with the ellipsoid and having semi-major axes equalto c~ and semi-
mino r axes equal to c ~- Equation [3] represents a setof 
confocal hyperboloids wi t h foci a t x = ! c and semi-axes c~ and 
c ~1 -~ 2 : 
Elements of arc length ds in th e direction of increa s ing ~J 
~J and ware readily shown to be 
--c v~12- /J-21 ds~ -- -d~ 
- ~2 
dsg=,~dg 
dsw =c ~ {.l-~J-2) (~2- 1 } 
[ 4] 
dw 
From the definition of the velocity potential ~ as the inte-
gral of the scalar product of the length of line e lement and the 
velocity vector; the velpcity components in the d( rections of in-
creasing ~J ~J and w ore* 
c!Il em o~ '~ oql cs~ c~ os~ --; e-~2 0~ 
om cP e:~ 'V£'~ [ sJ ---
---; e-~2 c~OS~ o£' cs~ 
cgl cai CW 1 0~ 
csw ow osw c v:l. -~2) (~2- 1) OW 
Replacing these velocity components in the e~uation of continuity 
for an incompressible fluid 
by their appropriate definition [s] gives the Laplace equation of 
continuity in these coordinates 
--= 0 
*To avoid confusion between ~he present results and the references 
Cited, Lamb•s ( 11) sign convention i's used throughout in t he def i ·-
nition or the vel ocity in i rr otational motion as the gradient or 
a potential. 
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The potential which satisfies the boundary conditions of the 
problem and is a solution of [6] will give the correct flow con-
figura t ion . 
THE SOLUTION FOR AN OVARY ELLIPSOID 
IN AN INFINITE STREAM 
The solution for the flow about an ovary ellipsoid moving 
parallel to its major axis , which forms the starting point of the 
present investigation ~ is given by ·Lamb (11) " In general . the 
solutions of equation [6] for the case of symmetry are 
pn (J.L)E:, (~) 
p n ( J.L) Qn { ~) 
where the Pn(J.L) and Pn(~) are the so- called zonal surface harmon -
ics of the first kind or Legendre coefficients, and the Qn '~) 
are zonal harmonics of the second kind ( 13) " The z-onal harmonics 
which are applicable to the case in which the flow pattern is 
identical in every meridional plane correspond to integral values 
of n in the formula (14) 
[sJ 
and the corresponding expression for Pn(~) . 
by ( 11) . 
The Qn{~) are given 
For a single ellipsoid moving with velocity U in a fluid 
otherwise at rest . the boundary condition at the surface 
where e
0 
is the eccentricity of the el li psoid , is 
or , using [1] , 
- u 
ox 
- u- = - {]cJ.L 
0~ 
1 ~=~o=e "' 
0 
[lo] 
With this condition and the conditions that the fluid be station-
ary at infinity , the solution as shown by Lamb is 
~+1 
---~-1 
[ 11] 
where 
A 
1--e 2 
0 
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lie [i2] 
In this case, the flow pattern is symmetric with respect to 
any axis of the ellipsoid so that a stream function also can be 
shown to exist However , since no corresponding stream function 
exists for the ellipsoid near a wall " a discus sion of this function 
is omitted here " 
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM OF FLOW 
ABOUT AN ELLIPSOID NEAR A PLANE WA LL 
It is clear that the solution of the problem of flow about on 
ellipsoid near a plane wall is known if the solution · is known for 
the flow about two ellipsoids of the same size moving abreast at 
the same speed , Here ; the plane of symmetry halfway between the 
two forms is a stream surface andmay be replaced by a solid "wall " 
without disturbing the motion " This type of solution requires the 
determination of the source distributions in the ellipsoid and its 
image which leave these stream surfaces undeformed Another type 
of solution is based on an appropriate distribution of sources 
which , in a uniform streamJ form the wall and the solid body , but 
are located only within the ellipsoid and outside the field of 
flow about the ellipsoid ., The latter procedure reduces to find i ng 
Gre~n•s function* f9r the boundary conditions that the ellipsoidal 
surface and the wall be stream surfaces , 
The solution obtained herein is based on the first method 
outlined above . If the solution is known for the translatory 
motion of a single body in an infinite stream 0 this solution may 
be used as the starting point for the c ase of two such bodie s 
The potential of the single form will then induce a potential on 
the other which results in a cross flow violating the c ondition 
that thi s surface be a stream surface , To restore the origina l 
shape of this second body _, a distribution within the body of. in 
general .. sources sinks a nd doublets must be found that produce 
velocity components that just cancel the effects of the origina l 
potential This distribution constitutes the image of the origi -
nal potentiaL However . the image potential, thus found in turn 
deforms the first body which must be restored by a similar proce -
dure , This process is then carried through unt il the effects of 
all the images are rectified . To complete the solu t i on _ the pro -
cess is repeated starting with the infinite stream potential of 
the second body Although this method of obtaining a solution 
is in pr i nc i p l e . q uit e clea r. t he exac t evalua t i on of t he 
*A number of exa mples or the appl i cation or Greea • s !unction to 
certain boundary value problems are worked out in referen ce (15 ) 
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strengths and positions of successive images in spec ific cases may 
be extremely laborious if not also difficult . It is shown in the 
subsequent discussion that this situati on occu rs in the case of 
flow about two ell i p soi ds . As a result, the p res ent solution is 
obtained from an approximate evaluation of the ima ge st r eng ths and 
types requir ed t? can c el the induc ed po t e nt ials on th e "real" el-
lipsoid due to th e pre s e nce of the image el li pso id. 
The model used for the computation is shown in Figure 1~ 
wherein the primed ellipsoidal coordinate system refers to the 
image. 
CONFOCAL 
ELL\P..50105 
I 
TRACt OF I NTE~5E.CT\ON OF T~E 
SUI<FACES JA' • CONSTANT,,. . CONSTANT 
~ --+--
1 ./ I ........ "\ 
I /] 
I ~· / ...... , 
~-+=~~= 
FIG. l- MODEL FOR THE CALCULATIO N OF FL OW AB OU T 
AN ELLIPSOID NEAR A PLANE WALL 
The ellipsoids, which have semi-major diameters a and semi-minor 
diameters b, are assumed to be separated by a distanc e 2h. From 
equat ion [1] and th e triangle OO •P in Figure 1, it is seen that 
the two coordinat e sys tems are related by 
X 
and 
-I 2 2 y = y + LJhy cos w 
The velocit y po tential which is a solutio~ of equation [6] for 
this problem will be of the form 
- 7-
i!?=cp+cp' 
where cp is the potential of the real ellipsoid and cp· the poten-
tial of the image . In order that the model be undeformed J there 
must be no cross-flow through the surfaces of the two ellipsoids . 
This requirement and the boundary condition [l o ] impose the 
boundary conditions on the real ell'ipsoid J t = to = .1. 
eo 
and = 0 
andJ on the image ellipsoidJ t• ·=t o' =+ 
0 
0 and 
C<:p • 
Since this case is not one of symmetry in the sense of the 
single ellipsoid in an infinite streamJ the solutions will no 
longer be of the form [7]J but will be of the types 
and [17] 
ifi = I;, .. (f.J-·)Q.,m rg; ~~~} mw 
Where the P.,m(f.J-} J P.,mrtJ and ~m{tJ J the so --called associated Le --· 
gendre polynomi'als (16 )J are defined by 
F., m ( f.J-) ( 1 - f.1- 2) 1" d m p n ( f.J-) 
df.J-· 
and 
The exact soluti~n of the pre_sent problem can be ac?omplt. sh~d 
by an expansion of ~ tn the assoctated Legendre polynomtals l8J 
The first term in the expansion is obviously equation [ll] . The 
first step in such a procedure then consists of evaluating cp over 
the image ellipsoid by the expansion 
cpl 
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and then determining the coefficients Bnm in the expansion for the 
first image in the image ellipsoid 
n ~ m 
so that the boundary condition [16] is sntisfied 'J'he effects and 
the rectification of the successive images are then evaluated by a 
simi lor process 
Although this method will lead to an exact solution _, the ex -
treme complexity of only the first term [11] 1 after writing~ and 
,; as functions of~ · and ,; • 1 is a most convincing deterrent to 
proceeding with even the expansion [19] Furthermore , the result --
ing expressions would defeat the purpose 1 stated in the foregoing , 
of obtaining formulas that may be rapidly applied in engineering 
applications . As a result 1 the procedure that has been adopted 
leads to an approximate solution which approaches the exact solu -
tion in the limit as the ellipsoid recedes from the wall This 
approximation is essentially an evaluation in a power series in 
the types [19] and [2o] but with n=l and m=o . A second opproxi . 
motion is also carried out based on an exact evaluation of image 
potentials in the neighborhood of the real ellipsoid but using 
only the first approxima.tion in the rectification of these poten -
tials . 
THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
Sta.rting with the solution of the flow about an ellipsoid in 
an infinite stream equations [11] and [12] the potential func -
tion ~ in the neighborhood of the image " assuming for the moment 
that the image is at rest is 1 with the aid of [1 L 
cp 
I 
A W t ' {-1 -tn- t+l _ 1} 
,; 2 t-1 
Instead of evaluating ~ 1 over the surface of the image , assume 
instead 1 that the image lies entirely on a portion of the ellip -
so i da l surfa ce confocdl wit h the rea,I. eliipsoid* and which passes 
*This method of approximation is somewhat analogous to the first 
steps in the solution given in Lamb • s "Hydrodynamics " for the flow 
about two spheres .. However , to the same degree of approxima tion, 
the present solution might be expected to give better compa rat ive 
results, since t he image ellipsoid "fits" the ellipsoidal sur!a~e 
confocal wi t h t he real ellipsoid better than the image sphere on 
the spheri Cal surface cou c e~tr1c wltn the r eal sp h ere 
as e approach es ze~o this advantage disappears . 
or cou r se , 
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through the center of the image . The semi-minor diameter of this 
surface is c ~ = 2h J so thatJ since c=ae0 J 
IJ 
1 +-
e2 
0 
[ahj2 --\ J 7] (say) [ 22] 
ThereforeJ the indu·ced velocity potential due to the real ellipsoid 
isJ approximat e lyJ 
cp = Aw ~ · - -tn. -- --{ 
1 7]+1 1 } 
1 2 7]-1 7] 
This potential produces a normal velocity on the surface of the 
image proportional to 
AJL : {~ -tn, 7J+l - ...!_} 
2 7]-1 7] 
It is easily verified that the term [24] is cancelled by addition 
of the potentialJ 
1 
-tn. 7]+ 1 1 
2 7]-1 7] t ~I+] 1} hsJ Q)-1 - AJL I ~l,f;n, -- -1 
_:_-tn. 1 +e e ~I_] 0 0 ~· - --·-
2 1-e 1-e 2 
0 0 
and that cp 1
1 satisfies the equation of continuity [6] . Equation 
[ 2 5] r e p r e s en t s t h e p o t en t i a 1 o f t he f i r s t s o u r c e i rna g e i n t he 
i rna g e e 11 i p s o i d . 
Using the assumption [22L the pot e ntial cp{J in the neighbor-
hood of the real ell i psoid , takes on the value 
{~~~-~}' 
2 7]-1 7] 
cp/ 
- Apt { ~ ~ 1« e} 0 0 
l-eo 1-eo2 
which , in turn is rectified by the potential 
'I 2 1 
-tn. 7]+ 1 
1 r 2 7]-1 7] t -tn. ~+1 1 q>2 AJL ~ - -1 -tn.~ e ~-1 _ _..SL 
2 1-e 1 -e 2 0 - 0 
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The law of formation o f the s u ccessive images is now clear . 
Rememberin g that an exactly similar process must be carried 
throu gh starting wi th the image ellipsoid and holding the real 
e l lipsoid a t rest the potentia l fun c tion for the entire flow _ 
afte r evaluat i ng all the 1mages in the above manner is approxi-
ma tel v 
co 
~ =cp +(() I =A [ 28] 
The in f i n i te power series in equation [28] converges absolutely if 
_!__ tn, yt1 1 
~----2----~-- 1----~~·~ < 1 
1 1 +~ 
- -tn,-
2 1 -e 
0 
Si nc e, from [ 22].~ 2 ~ 1 for all Yalues of h / a , ando ~ e0 :£ l_ 
thi s condition requ ires tha t 
+ .• • < 2 
3 
For the in ;?quali ty [ 29 ] to be valid 
only that 11~<e or 
it is suffic i en t to requir e 
o, 
so that t he s eries converges absol~tely for all va l ues 
\ 
e 2 
0 
Furthermore with this req u i rement t he sol ut ion [28] c onverges 
everywhere ona l J e ll1 pso.cds o L e
0
.C::::: l and everywhere in t he f i eld " 
I'inally by using the f ormula for the sum of an nbsolut ely 
convergent geometric ser ies ; and pu tt ing i n th e value of t he con -
s tun t A :fr om eq ua t ion [ ' 2] t he solution may be written in close0 
for m as 
"'1 ~+1 ) e ~ +1 - 1) - ttr. - - 1 + f-1- -~ · tr.-
ii:-Uc 2 ~-1 2 ~ · -1 [ :)1] 
l 
-tn ~~d) e+~ ) ( eo 1) 
2 ~ - 1 1 - eo - 1 - eo 2 + ~ 
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THE FIRST APPROXIMATION TO THE PRE SSUR E DI STRIBUTION 
ON AN ELLIPSOID NEAR A WALL 
Superposing a uniform velocity potential to tr a n s form the 
motion to one of flow past a stationary ellipsoid, the p o tential 
[31] . to the same degree of approximation as the entire c a lcula 
t ion so far • is 
where 
The velocity components in the neighborhood of the reQl 
ellipsoid are from [s] 
u 
CcJ 
u 0 
The fact that this approximation gives a symmetric velocity field 
is a direct result of expansion in · a series of P. {J..L) Q, (tJ J and J 
thusJ cannot be expected to predict a difference in velocity 
distributions between points on opposite sides of the ellipsoid 
Nevertheless , these velocities may be expected to give an ap . 
proximately correct average distribution over the entire surface 
Since the images are evaluated at the center of the ellipsoid. 
neglecting the variations between this point and points on the 
ellipsoidal surface . and these values then applied to every po i nt 
on the surface, this solution will evidently under-estimate the 
effects near the center and over-estimate toward the two ends 
From another point of view that this is the case can be seen 
from the fact that the expansion of the images by approximations 
of the type [23] is equivalent to a rectilinear flow J which evi -
dently give velocities that are too low at the center and too 
high at the leading and trailing ends In general , it might be 
expected that equations [34) will most closely approximate the 
velocity distribution along the meridian parallel to the wal l 
--12 
Evaluatin g equations 
1 / e0 • and putt i n g fJ. 
[34] on the surface of the ell l pso _d .• 
xfcto = x/a. only the tangential 
component remains : 
u 
__};!_ 
u 
To this degree of approximation , then , the pressure distr1bution . 
in nondimensional form, is 
1 -
1 -trv6+1) (1+~\ ( 1 2~ \~- 1 1-e~ 1-~2 
where p is the pressure at the surface of the ellipsoid , 
Poo is the pressure in the undistur.bed s trea m, and 
p is the mass density of the fluid . 
2 
hsJ 
From the geometry of the ellipsoid , it is readily shown that 
1 - ~~ 2 
where e is the angle between the normal 
ellipsoid and the direction of motion 
reduces to the famil i ar result for an 
stream : 
to t he s ur face of the 
As ~- ro , equation [35] 
ellipso i d i n an i nfinite 
1 - _A_2_s_i_n_2_e ( lb 2 \2 
U2a 2 1 -e., 2 J 
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The pressure distributions for ellipsoids with ratios of 
a/b = 4 and a/b = 6 at various distances h/2b from the wall are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3. It is seen that for these forms the 
wall effect may be neglected for distances greater than about 
three diameters .. i.e.J for h/2b greater than 3. By rewriting 
equation [35] in the form 
I I I I I I I I I 1.?0 I 
W~LL~ t 1--1-- o1o I I I P·P~I 
h ~~~~: ! f--~/'u2 f-- f-- oyo 
\ 
L~ = b
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F IRST APPROXIMATION EQUATION [35] 
and plotting Cas a function of h/2bJ with a/bas parame t e rJ 
Figure 4J the distances beyond which the wa ll effect ma y be 
n eg lected can be quickly estima t ed . 
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A SECOND APPROXIMATION TO THE PRESSURE DISTR IBUTION 
For reasons already pointed out in the foregoing J the above 
approximation cannot be used for applications in which it i s 
desired to obtain a measure of the difference in pressures on 
opposite sides of the model . To obvi a te th is shortcoming ) th e 
solution [31] will be evaluated in a more exact manner than the 
approximation [32] . Although the following evaluation i s not 
completely justified on the basis of th e approx imations used in 
the calculation of equation [ 31]J ne ve rthe less ) th e result wil l 
be correct to at least the same order as th e first par t of the 
exact expansion suggested in equations [1 9] and [2o] . Th i s p ro 
posal consists essentially of an exact evaluation in equation 
[31] of the ima g e potentials of the image ellipsoid in the neigh-
borhood of the real ellipsoid while e v a luatin g th e successive 
rectifying images by the approximation g . = 7) J W = ~/7) 
For this purpose) as well as for comput a tions o f pressures 
in the su rroundin g fluidJ it will be more conv e nient t o express 
~J equation [31L in cartesian coordinates Rew rit i n g equd t i;on 
[2] as a quadratic in g2 J this equation becomes 
0 
where the posi tive sign has been taken be f ore the radical to ex . 
elude the imaginary ellipsoids between ±c The va l ue of g in 
cart esian coordinates isJ thusJ 
since g takes on only positive values 
-16-
SimilarlyJ from eq uation s [3] and [l3L and putting yin 
terms of y and Z J e• expre ssed in carte sian coordinates is 
The expressions for ~and~· are obtained di rectly from equations 
[l•] J [39] and [40]. 
Let 
a 1 + ~:J 2 +t~) 2 +~:) 2 [ 41] 
/3 Va' - ~ (:) 2 [42] 
'Y a + ~ ~~J 2 - ~ : ~ [ 43] 
With thi s notationJ 
and the equation of the poten tial becomes 
X{l Ux + BU - - {;n, 
c 2 
- 17 ·-
The velocity c6mponents in the direct ions of increasing x 
y and z are J then 
ux 1 ()qi 2 B 
=-- -- =-1--
u u ox c 
1 
u u 
u 
z 1 [so] 
u u 
The pressure at any point is then 
[s l] 
To calculate the pressure distributi o n on any ellipsoida l 
surface confocal with the rea l ellipsoid , it is only ne cessary 
to replac e ~ by 1/e where e is the eccentricity o f the confocal 
ellipsoid . In addition) the values of a and~ reduce t o 
and 
a 
s=.!.. 
e 
~ 
s=.!.. 
e 
1 
e 2 
--18 ·-
Otherwise the substi t u tion s [41] through [44] 
For a ny po int on the wall put y = h , y ~- a _ ' = f3 
formula s [48] through [so]; so tha t , on the wall 
:t, ~{-'- tn t+ l 2 (~)' - ; } - 1 - c 2 t-J f3e 
~p> 0 
~)(:)[ ~(g'-gl J 1 U z[ B 2 -
u y = h c 
must be u~ed 
t = t ', in the 
[52] 
The pressure distribut1ons on three half - meridians of an 
ellipsoid with a ra t io a / b = ~ at a d ista nce of o n e diameter 
fro m the wall are shown in Figure S It is seen that the solu · 
tion correctly predicts a difference of pressure on opposite 
~ides of the ellipsoid . and that t he first approximation repre -
sent s mo st closely the pressure distribution on the me ri dian 
parallel to the wall The most interesting results are the pre · 
diction , near the leading and traili ng ends , of a pressure 
increase over that of the single ellipsoid in a fluid of infinite 
ext e~t, and the prediction . near these ends . of pressures on the 
meridi a n closest t o the wall that are higher than those on the 
meridian farthest from the wall . * It is also of i nterest that 
for this case this s olution shows a difference as high as 15 
per cent between th e min imum pressures on the meridians closest 
and farthest from the wal l A comparis o n of the two approxima -
tions on th e circumference of two stations on the ellipsoid at a 
dis tance o f one diameter from the wal l i s shown in Figure 6 
To check the accuracy of the solution , pressure dis tr ibu-
tions corresponding to the computations of Figures 2 ; 3 and S 
were measured on two ellipsoid model s These expe r imen ts are 
discussed in succeeding sections . 
* The solution also predi c ts the displa cement o: the stagnation 
points Howev er , this c han ge iS s o small as t o be indisce r nible 
on a graph , and, as a rna. ter of tact, was well wit hin .he experi --
mental error o r the tes s conduc t e d to check the solutton . 
-!9-
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THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRA NGE MENT, 
MODEL S , AND TE CHNIQUE OF MEASURE MENT 
To facilitate the experimental work > it was decided to 
construct models> whichJ though they deviated at the center 
sections by very slight amounts from true ellipsoids> could 
easily be adapted to equipment standard in the Hydrodynamics 
·Laboratory . This necessitated the use of a straight cylindrical 
middlebody over 7 . 5 per cent of the 4 : 1 ellipsoid and 5 per cent 
of the 6 : 1 ellipsoid . The principal dimensions and the location 
of the piezometers for the models are shown in Figure 7 . The 
lengths of the models were adjusted so that the coordinates would 
match the dimensions of the middlebody at the stations of contact . 
Although the fineness ratios are increased by negligible amounts> 
the disadvantage of the construction was the introduction of 
discontinuities in the slopes and curvatures of the surface at 
the points of contact . Although this condition gave resulting 
local deviations in the pressure measurementsJ it apparently had 
little or no effect on the pressure distribution as a whole . 
A photograph of the models illustrating the method of as-
sembly for the tests is shown in Figure 8 . The nose and after-
body sections> which were secured to the middlebody with an 
internal stud > could be rotated about the major axisJ and the 
entire assembly rotated about the vertical minor axis on a spindle 
within the shield . The method of communicating pressures from 
the piezometers through rubber and then brass tubing of very 
smail diameter up through the spindle is standard in the Hydro -
dynamics Laboratory . 
The experiments were conducted in the Free Surface Water 
Tunnel (4) in this laboratory . A photograph of the experi -
mental arrangement is shown in Fi g ure 9 and > the various compo-
nents are identified in Figure 10. The pressure leads are car -
ried out through the shield and fairwater to a manifold communi-
cating with a water manometer open to the atmosphere . The use 
of the vacuum pump and overhead reservoir in bleeding the mano-
metric system and in accelerating the change in level of the 
fluid in the manometer when seeking e~uilibrium (a device neces-
sitated by the small internal diameters of the pressure leads) 
are clear 
To simulate the effect of the ~oll J a plate was installed 
below the model on a strut constructed in sections so that the 
distance from the surface of the plate to the horizontal meridian 
of the model could be varied . Although the width of the plate 
was limited to avoid damage to the lucite walls of the flume> the 
CYLINDRICAL 
MIDDLE BODY 
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FIG. 10- SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ARRANGEMENT FOR PRESSURE DIS-
TRIBUTION STUDIES IN THE FREE SURFACE WATER TUNNEL 
ratio of width of plate to model diameter was large enough so 
that the effects of " -leakage " through the gap could be safely 
neglected . In addition, the model was supported well downstream 
from the leading edge of the plate to insure the est abl ishment 
of the wall effect ; nevertheless, the distortion of the parallel 
flow due to growth of the boundary layer on the plate was insig -
nificant for this distance " 
A measure of the velocity head was obtained on a similar 
open manometer from a point on the upstream riser of the flume . 
Referring to Figure 10, it is clear that the pressure coefficient 
is 
where h
0 is the depth of water in the flume . 
hP is the indicated pressure head at a piezometer 
referred to the floor of the flume , and 
hv is the indicated total head* at the model referred 
to the floor of the flume . 
Preliminary experiments to determine the accuracy of the 
measurements and the effect of the cylindrical middlebody were 
made with the 4 ; 1 ellipsoid model without the effects of the 
plate " The source of the largest errors lies in the method of 
alignment of the model in yaw " This alignment was accomplished 
by measurements from the side of the-channel to the leading and 
trailing ends of the model , with the resultant errors in angular 
setting due to the short distanae between the points of measure --
ment " To determine the effect of this error , pressure distribu -
tions were taken over the model with three independent settings 
of the zero yaw position . Although no pressure measurements 
could be taken along the half --meridian farthest from the bottom 
of the channel because of the effect of the shield , readings 
were taken along the half --meridian closest to the channel floor 
and on the horizontal meridian of the model . The latter measure ·-
ments were first made on one side of the model ; the model was 
then rotated 180 degrees about its major axis and the readings 
repeated on this opposite side without altering the setting in 
yaw . This experiment also served as an indication of the shield 
effect at this position . 
* 
In the actual experiment. the difference h ~ 
brated against the correct yelocity head at 
h 0 was cali ·-
the model , 
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The results of the preliminary experiments are shown in 
Figure 11. Il is seen that the pressure distribution along the 
half-meridian closest to the channel bottom was unaffected by 
the small errors in the angle of yaw. On the other hand, the 
measurements along the horizontal meridian show a rather large 
deviation fro~ · those along the vertical half-meridian. However , 
the arithmetic averages of the measurements along the horizontal 
half-meridian fall quite nicely on those along the vertical 
meridian for the errors in yaw within which the model could be 
set . As a result, this technique of rotating the model and 
a ver aging the readings on the horizontal half-meridians was 
used throughout the remaining program, That these average read-
ings evidently gave the correct pressure distribution indicates 
that the shield had no measurable effect as far away as the hori-
zontal meridian. It may also be seen that pressures in the vicin-
ity of the cylindrical middle section show somewhat more scatter 
than the other data, indicating a local region of separation and 
consequently unstable flow. 
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RESULTS OF THE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
All tests were made at a Reynolds number J 
Re 
u ( 2b) 
v 
where v is the kinematic viscosity . Although this Reynolds 
number is slightly less than the Reynolds number (defined on 
the same basis) required for transition in the boundary layer 
on forms of similar shape and fineness ratio (see e . g " (17)) J 
the effects of laminar separation and transition on the pres -
sure distribution are confined to a small region of the after 
end . As a result; the measured and theoretical pressure dis -
tributions should be in good agreement over at least 75 per 
cent of the length with the major defect occurring near the 
very end of the modeL Consequently J the deviation of the data 
from the theoretical curve for the ellipsoid without wall effect J 
Figure llJ is probably due to other sources . The accuracy of 
construction of the models was such as to exclude deviations as 
large as those shown . HoweverJ in reducing the data by the 
formula [53] J no corrections were made for any pressure excess 
that might have been present at the position of the model due 
to residual curvature of the stream induced in leaving the noz -
zle . An idea of how small the curvature (or how large the radius 
of curvature) can be in order to make the measured and theoreti-
cal data coincide at the point of minimum pressure can be obtain-
ed from a short computation . The pressure gradient in the direc ·-
tion of increasing pressure is 
or; approximately 
t:,p R 
2-
JpU2 r 
where r is the radius of curvature and R is the distance of the 
model below the water surface . The difference in pressure coef -
f i c fen t r e qui r e d for c o i n c ide n c e a t t he m i n i mum poi n t i s 0 . 00 5 ·' 
so that for the model at a depth of 9 inches, the radius of 
curvature would be 300 feet - large enough so that it could not 
be detected from measurements of the free surface level . However J 
for purposes of comparison with the theoretical computations ., and 
since the presence of the plate would tend to reduce this cor -
rection; it was considered sufficient to use the data directly as 
obtained from formula [53] 
The data for the 6 : 1 ellipsoid taken without the presence of 
the plate show the same trends ; but with somewhat more scatter in 
the vicinity of the middlebody ; (F.igure 17) . 
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The majority of the measurements was made wi th th e 4 . 1 
ellipsoid model . In addition to the tests without the plate " 
runs were made with the model a t distances from centerli n e to 
plate surface of 3 . 0 J 2 . 0 . 1 5 1 .0 , and 0 75 diamete r s Si nce 
it was antici pated that th e differences between the pressur es on 
the half - meridian closest to the plate and the meridia n parallel 
to the pla te would be small for distances of 3 0 , 2 0 , and l 5 
diameter s , the pressure distributions for these c ases were 
measured only along the closes t half meridian At the remaining 
two dist a nces , the pressures were measured along both o f the~ e 
lines . Meas urement s on t h e 6 : 1 e ll ipsoid were made only without 
the plate and at a di s tance of one diameter from the plate . 
The r es ults of the exper i ments a r e shown o n Figures 11 
through 18 in the order outlined above In all cases, the dis -
tributions are very nearly symme tri c with respect to the trans ·-
verse verti cal plane through the cente r of the model except near 
the trailing ends where the effec t s of separa t ion result in the 
pressure defect . 
From Figure 12 , it is seen that the measured pressure dis -
tribution lies very close to that ca l culated from the first ap -
proximation for hj2b = 3 0 Since , from Figure 2, the pressure 
distribution at thi s d ist ance coincides with that for an infinite 
stream ( for the scale of ordinates used) , the agr eement of data 
indicates that the pr esence o f th e plate does tend to reduce the 
curvature of the s tream and, therefor e J the pressure excess a t 
the positi on of the model . 
The rather large scatter of th e data obtaine d near the 
middlebody , for both models at the shorter separatio n s from the 
plate. is probably due to the discontinuities in slopes and 
curvatur es me nt ioned above . However, for purposes of comparison 
wit h the theor e tica l values . this shortcoming is not serious . 
since the minimum points could evidently be determined with suf -
ficient accuracy by careful fairing of the data o n either side of 
this position 
COMPAR ISON OF THE MEASURED AND 
CALCULA TE D PRESSURE DISTR IBUTI ONS 
For purposes of comparison j the pressure distributions com-
puted by the first approx ima tion are plotted together wi th the 
measur ed dat a on Figures 12 through 18 The concl u sio n reached 
in the foregoing that , for this approx ima ti on . the computed 
value s would be underestimated near the center of the model and 
overestimat ed at the leading an d trai ling ends is clea rly borne 
out in .all cases The computations and the measured values begin 
to show fairly large deviations at the distance of t wo diameters 
In thi s case . the deviation at the point of minimum pressure is 
approximately 4 per cent for the di s tribution along the half ·-
meridian closest to the plate For smaller separations of model 
a nd plate the deviation i ncrea ses rapidly with an e r ror of about 
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14.6 per cent at the distance of one diameter and 25 per cent at 
0 . 75 diameter (1/4 diameter separation). Although these errors 
are large for the half-meridian closest to the wallJ this approxi -
mation will be somewhat better for positions on the ellipsoid 
fa~ther from the wall . 
For the 6:1 ellipsoid) the deviation of the first approxi -
mation from the minimum value on the meridian closest to the wall 
for a distance of one diameter is also about 15 per centJ with 
somewhat better agreement along the horizontal meridian . 
The data for the 4:1 ellipsoid at a distance of one diameter 
from the plate are compared in Figure 19 with the corresponding 
pressure distributions obt~ined from the second approximation , 
Except for the anomalous data near the center of the model ) the 
computed and measured values along the horizontal meridian show 
excellent agreement . On the other handJ the deviation of the 
calculations from the £aired curve for the minimum point on the 
vertical meridian is about 6 per cent . 
Since the largest . errors may be expected to occur at the 
point of minimum pressure on the meridian closest to the wallJ 
the computed and measured data are compared on this basis ; the 
results are tabulated in Table I for all measurements . The per -
centage deviations of the first approximation appear to vary 
consistently. However) for the small differences of measured 
values and data computed by the second approximation , the error 
is largely dependent on the method of fairing . The fact that the 
direction of the error changes for the two larger separations 
indicates that these percentages are too high and that the devi -
ations shown for the smaller separations are probably somewhat 
too low. The deviation for the 6:1 ellipsoid for the one case 
compared is of the same order as that for the 4 : 1 ellipsoid . 
Table I. 
Ellip-
soid 
Model 
6 : 1 
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES 
OF THE MINIMUM PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS (x/a=oJ 
ON THE HALF-MERIDIAN CLOSEST TO THE WA LL 
Distance Measured 
from wall (Faired) 
lst Approximation 
Equation [35] 
2nd Approximation 
Equation [sl] 
in Diem . Values 
hj 2b 
-o . 295 -0 . 221 
-o . 2 33 -0 . 199 
-0 . 201 -0 ' 181 
-0 . 182 -0 . 17 5 
-0 . 1707 
l.O -0 .. 145 -0 . 123 
Percent 
Deviation 
-2 5 
-14 . 6 
- 9 
- 4 
-15 
-o . 264 
-0 . 219 
-0 . 207 
-0 ' 178 
-o . 1707 
-0 .. 137 . 
Percent 
Deviation 
- 5 5 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE 
ACCURACY AND APPLICABILITY OF THE TWO AP PROXIMATIONS 
In general. the agreement between measured data and that co~ · 
puted by the second approximation is better than might have been 
expected . This resulf indicates that the successive images in an 
exac t solution lessen in strength quite rapidly beyond the first 
image . The expansion developed herein, equa t ion [28L also ex. 
hibits this property for large values of the eccentricity , ~ ; so 
that the solution can be expected to give even better results for 
fineness r atios larger than th ose of the ellipsoids tested The 
latt e r result was anticipated in the formulation of the approxi -
mation used " 
From the results shown in Table I ; it appears that the 
second approximation ., equation [stJ " may be used with good ac -
curacy for ellipsoids even as close as one diameter from its 
center t o the wal l . The largest error will occur at the point 
of minimum pressure on the meridian closest to the wall with 
errors smaller than th ose shown in Table I for other points of 
the su rface . On the other hand " t he usefulness of the first ap -
proxi ma tion is apparent ly limit.ed t o checks of the type shown in 
Figure 4 on the existence of wa ll effect and t o calculations of 
pressure distributions along the meridian that is parallel to the 
wa ll . The simplicity of this appro ximation , equa·tion bs], es .-
pecially recommends it where a rapid calculation is wanted of the 
change in pressure distribution for varying separations ; and 
where a high degree of precision in actual values is not required 
For points near the center of the meridian parallel to the wall ; 
however, the first approximation approaches in accuracy the re -
sults of the second approximation 
Fo r convenience in use the more important results are sum -
marized in the appendix " 
Symbols 
a 
b 
c 
e 
e 
0 
h 
p 
p 
e 
u 
u 
"' 
X, y , Z 
APPENDIX 
SUMMARY OF FORMULAS 
semi-major axis of the ellipsoid 
semi - minor axis of the ellipsoid 
x-coordinate of the focus of the ellipsoid 
eccentricity of a confocal ellipsoidal surface 
eccentricity of the ellipsoid 
distance from center of the ellipsoid to the wall 
pressure at a point in the field 
pressure in the undisturbed fluid 
mass density of the fluid 
angle between normal to the ellipsoid and the 
direction of motion 
velocity of the undisturbed fluid 
tangential component of velocity along an 
ellipsoidal surface in any meridional plane 
normal component of velocity along an ellipsoidal 
surface 
tangential component of velocity along an ellip-
soidal surface perpendicular to any meridional 
plane 
velocity components in the direction of the 
cartesian coordinates 
cartesian coordinates in coordinate system of the 
rea 1 e 11 i ps o i d 
ovary ellipsoidal coordinates in coordinate 
system of the real ellipsoid 
~ 1 , e1 , W'- ovary ellipsoidal coordinates in coordinate 
system of the image ellipsoid 
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FORMULAS: 
a = 1 + (;)2 {;)2 {;)2 
j3 = ~a2 - IJ ~=1 2' 
'Y f) 2 hy a+LJ c - LJ~ 
~ 
. ~· - "~:)" 
~ t! 
~ · v'Y:C 
T} .t + ::.. (!:..)2 
e<>2 a 
Pressure Distribution on a n El lips oid in an Infinite Stream , 
where 
Uc 
A 
~ - .!:_ -{', 1 + £t. 
1-e 2 2 1-e 
0 0 
Pressure Distribution on an Ellipsoid Near a Plane Wall - -
First Approximation ~ 
1 - c sin 2 e 
[22] 
[ 12] 
• - 35-
where 
and 
Pressure Distribution at any Position in the Field--
Second Approximation ; 
u 
_x =- 1- !!_ {!..-r~ (ff.+ 1)(~)-f~) 2f _!_ + ~ \- (_1 + _I_~ 
c 2 v •\£:-1 t• -1 \c W3 ~t· V \t tJ u 
-t . :(~) {~[131<'-<IJ , • (~ ~2~) L Cl<· ·-<· r } 
~· . : ~:) ~{ [ ille-<r' .[ct<· '-<·Jf' } 
where B = - c [.!_ {n (iJ+ 1\ (1 +eo~ _(_!s_ + ..!__) J 1 
2 \~-1) V -eoJ \1-e0 2 iJ 
:~~~ • 1 - { t;~' . (~' . ~.~' } 
[ so] 
[:, :,] 
·-36-
Pressure Distribution on Any Ellipsoidal Surface --
Second Approximation : 
In formula s [48] , [49] J [so] J and [sl] aboveJ put 
~ 1 
e 
1 
(;) 2 a =- + 
e 2 
j3 1 (~) 2 = ~-
Pressure Distribution at Any Point on the Wall 
u 
- 1 - !_ { -1.n {;•1 2 ~r- ~} _x u c ~-1 /3~3 
::.X 0 
u 
u B C)(;) [/3 f~3 -~,J - 1 _z 2-u c 
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